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ABSTRACT 

• Typically, TV show and movie leaks have a  crippling effect on the studios and might put the seller at a financial 
risk. Apart from this, there is a risk of endangering the corporate image and reputation of the company. 
However Game of Thrones managed to generate a positive word of mouth thanks to the leaks and got 
nonviewers to start their HBO viewership.

• This study helps studios and entertainment industries understand the impact on the viewers and the key 
concerns the viewers have about the leaks especially from the study of Game of Thrones Leaks. 

METHODS 
Research was done to select forums, websites, and social media groups where people post reviews about GOT 
episodes. The below forums and websites were chosen because of the high popularity amongst users.
Forums: http://asoiaf.westeros.org/index.php?/forum/31-game-of-thrones-the-hbo-tv-series/
https://winteriscoming.net/
https://www.facebook.com/: Gave insights on the big influencers and how the network of consumers is formed.
https://twitter.com/: Used to understand the sentiments of the people live as the news breaks out.
https://reddit.com/: Used to understand the sentiments mainly post airing of the episodes

RESULTS 
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RESULTS CONTINUED (CLICK TO EDIT) CONCLUSIONS

REFERENCES

The social media gives us a good glimpse on why the viewership increased overall in spite of the leaks. Concept 
linkage shows a strong association between the leaks and the characters being discussed and people wishing that 
they can’t wait to see the series. Overall there was a lot of positive sentiment around leaked content characters 
especially by the GOT fans and those who have paid for the HBO channel. It was one of the most pirated content in 
terms of discussing it on social media before the episode is aired on HBO. Thankfully the Game of Thrones brand 
was strong and the leaks had rolled over and a lot of people might have rewatched by subscribing to the network.
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Text Cluster Percentage Interpretation

+leak +early +happen +watch +hack 
+gots7e4 +post wow

26% This cluster is a group of terms which 
indicates happiness with the leaks and 
ability get to watch early the episode

+look +spoiler +know +happen +big help 
+hacker +gonna read link want

20% This cluster is a group of terms thanking 
the leak and stating it was good to watch 

it early

+bad +ruin +start bad hbo 
gameofthrones gots7e7 +wait

16% This cluster is a group of terms with 
negative review cluster with people 

expressing disappointment

+dragon +arya mother holy Sunday epic 
+god +throne +cersei

15% This cluster is a group of terms about the 
characters
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Typically, TV show and movie leaks have a        
crippling effect on the studios and might put the seller at 
a financial risk. Apart from this, there is a risk of 
endangering the corporate image and reputation of the 
company. However Game of Thrones managed to 
generate a positive word of mouth thanks to the leaks 
and got nonviewers to start their HBO viewership. 

 
 

2014 cyber attack on Sony Pictures entertainment nearly pulled the studio 
under. HBO has had a good share of leaks headaches in 2017. The HBO 
hackers have been notoriously leaking the unaired episodes and are 
continuously releasing content such as Game of Thrones season 7 
episodes, Curb your Enthusiasm comedy series and Insecure’s Sunday 
night episode. 
The recent ones in our memories are the Game of Thrones leaks. Two 
Game of Thrones episodes has been pirated before the premiere in 
season 7. Interestingly it might be the case where the low-resolution leaks 
have helped HBO to generate buzz and generated discussion about the 
characters which in fact aided non Game of Thornes fans to subscribe to 
HBO which has resulted in high viewership probably thanks to the leaks. 
The leaks have only fueled the TV shows unprecedented star power.  
Thus rather than reduced viewership Episode 4 which was leaked 
managed to break the records with 10.2 M viewership.  
 

This study helps studios and entertainment industries understand the 
impact on the viewers and the key concerns the viewers have about the 
leaks especially from the study of Game of Thrones Leaks.  
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Game of Thrones  
Leak 

 
 

HBO has struggled multiple times with Game of Thrones leaks in the past. The first four 
episodes of season 5 leaked online, thanks to advance screeners that are sent out to 
members of the press. An HBO subsidiary also released a season 6 episode a day early. 
HBO decided to scrap screeners for season 7, but that hasn’t prevented two major leaks 
this season. Episode 4 The Spoils of War leak was attributed to the employees of a vendor 
working for HBO Partner Sky India. Episode 6 Beyond the Wall was accidentally published 
by HBO’s European services Nordic in Spain for an hour before removed.  
 
 
GOT team takes a considerable number of security measures, from coded scripts  
to ultra-secure sets to policing their airspace from peeping drones. But GoT also  
films outdoors for nearly half a year, often in tourist-drawing locations — and all it  
takes is one sneak with a camera to potentially ruin a plot-point. The ratings for Game of 
Thrones are consistently increasing across the season and probably generated 
conversations leading to the season premiere. 
 

 
 
 
The Games of Thrones was one of the most pirated TV shows of 2017. The piracy 
collecting firm MUSO revealed that the seventh season of the Game of Thrones was 
pirated more than a billion times and the viewership is steady or increasing in spite of leaks. 
 
 
Clearly the Google interest over time peaks during the time of the leaks where there is a lot 
of buzz around leaks. The ratings continue to go up due to the user feedback and there 
was a lot of Facebook engagements as seen in buzzsumo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.theverge.com/2015/4/12/8392559/game-of-thrones-season-5-leaked-episodes
https://www.theverge.com/2016/5/22/11735766/game-of-thrones-leak-hbo-nordic
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To understand the problem better, a word cloud was created off data 
collect from social media and social communities  to see if it could explain 
sentiment of leaks, but nothing concrete came up. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Since the companies might spend huge amounts of time and resources 
for these TV shows, we wanted to understand if it is possible to build an 
analytical approach for seeing the impact of the leaks 
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Analytics Workflow The web was researched to find important websites and forums where 
people talked about leaks. Three critical sources of information for getting 
the viewers feedback on the leaks were identified: Facebook, Twitter and 
Reddit. A total of 13,550 comments were analyzed in these social media 
under the GOTleaks hashtags on the days when the leaks happened until 
the episode was aired to understand the moods and the trends of the 
viewers concerning the leaks.  

 

 
 
 
 
Two key analysis was identified: Sentiment Analysis and Text analysis.
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Below is the sentiment analysis and text builder workflow, which are used for the 
analysis. 

 

 

To conduct the exercise for the data preparation and analysis, the following steps  
were considered: 

1. Data Collection 

2. Text Analysis 

3. Text Cluster Analysis 

4. Sentiment Analysis  

5. Final Recommendation 
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1. Data Collection Source 
Research was done to select forums, websites, and social media groups where people 
post reviews about GOT episodes. The below forums and websites were chosen 
because of the high popularity amongst users. 
Forums: http://asoiaf.westeros.org/index.php?/forum/31-game-of-thrones-the-hbo- 
tv-series/ 
https://winteriscoming.net/ 
https://www.facebook.com/: Gave insights on the big influencers and how the network 
of consumers is formed. 
https://twitter.com/: Used to understand the sentiments of the people live as the news 
breaks out. 
https://reddit.com/: Used to understand the sentiments mainly post airing of the 
episodes 
 
Web Crawlers – Information Retrieval Studio: 
SAS Information Retrieval Studio is a framework and graphical administration interface 
for crawling, normalizing, analysing, indexing, and searching text documents. It serves 
as the default user interface to SAS Web Crawler and SAS Search and Indexing, and 
provides integration with other products including SAS Content Categorization and  
SAS Sentiment Analysis. 

 

http://asoiaf.westeros.org/index.php?/forum/31-game-of-thrones-the-hbo-
https://winteriscoming.net/
http://www.facebook.com/carcomplaints/
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2. Text Parsing/Text Filter 
First, Text Parsing and Text Filter nodes were used for preparing the data. To prepare 
the data text parsing and text filter nodes were used. The Text Parsing Node takes the 
raw text from the data source and can parse different languages and different parts of 
speech so that the unstructured data can be cleaned up and the most frequent terms 
can be analyzed. It is seen that we have parsed the unnecessary parts of the speech. 
The English dictionary is used and other languages are parsed out. 
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The Text Filter Node applies filters to the text data and can define the own dictionary, 
term weighting, frequency weighting, and term filters, which can use the defaults 
provided in Enterprise Miner. The least commonly occurring words are filtered out 
which are present in minimum number of documents. We also redefined leak which 
appeared as both noun and verb separately and merged them as one. The text filter 
also helps to correct some errors in the words. Each topic has certain key words and 
would describe the central theme of those comments.  Clearly there are multiple 
themes around leaks and the storyline are getting discussed thanks to the leaks. There 
is a generally more positive rather than negative themes that see around the leaks. 
In the Text Topic node it is seen that people are talking about the characters which is 
leading to additional interest being generated. 
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Concept links show the association analysis between the terms used in the comments. 
If the length of the links shows the strength of the association. The concept linkage 
shows the leaks linked to the hacker, the episode, and thrones. Thrones, in turn, is 
linked to watching and waiting for the next week and how one can watch early thanks to 
the leaks. The episode is linked to the spoiler and people who have read GOT book 
also contributing to the spoilers and millions resisted watching the leaked versions. 
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The above table is shown in the below matrix as distribution shows the common topics 
where the main topic is that it is the best episode and talking about the killing the 
enthusiasm. 

 
3. Text Cluster Analysis 

SAS Enterprise Miner creates clusters for the terms which are associated with each 
other.The clusters are well separated from each other. The top four clusters are used 
for the analysis as it gives an idea of the clusters discussed. Cluster 2 talks about how 
the people who have got access to the streaming for the first time are lucky. Cluster 3 
talks about the settings and music of GOT. Cluster 4 talks about how the characters 
and events are built in GOT. Cluster 5 talks about how spoilers kill the major event.  
 

 
 

Text Cluster Percentage Interpretation 
+leak +early +happen +watch +hack 

+gots7e4 +post wow 
26% This cluster is a group of terms which 

indicates happiness with the leaks 
and ability get to watch early the 

episode 
+look +spoiler +know +happen +big 
help +hacker +gonna read link want 

20% This cluster is a group of terms 
thanking the leak and stating it was 

good to watch it early 
+bad +ruin +start bad hbo 

gameofthrones gots7e7 +wait 
16% This cluster is a group of terms with 

negative review cluster with people 
expressing disappointment 

+dragon +arya mother holy Sunday 
epic +god +throne +cersei 

15% This cluster is a group of terms about 
the characters 
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The biggest two clusters discuss how the leaks were a big help to 
watching early and are indicating happiness.  The third cluster is people 
expressing disappointment about the spoilers and how disappointed they 
have been. The next cluster is about the guessing regarding the story 
line and the characters and what is going to happen next. Thus there is a 
definite buzz created due to these leaks looking at these topics.  

 

     Sentiment Analyzer 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From the text topic and text cluster node, leaks are getting discussed and 
are generating a buzz.  
The parsed data is then sent to the SAS sentiment analysis studio which 
should be able to classify the tweets as positive or negative. 80% of the 
comments are used for training the dataset. The best model post training 
is the Smoothed Relative frequency and Chi Square. Chi Square is the 
feature building algorithm that uses the terms in the document based on 
the frequency and importance and the Smoothened Relative frequency 
algorithm performs text normalization.  
 

 
 
 

The rest of the data is used for the actual data validation. 56% of the 
sentiment was positive, 38% of the sentiment was negative and 6% of the 
sentiment was neutral.   Thus the majority of the sentiments were positive 
where the characters were discussed at length and how leaks have 
generated more interest among the non-viewers. This sentiment analysis 
thus shows the views and opinions of the leaked views and is overall 
positive resulting in lots of buzz for the show. 
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Conclusion  

 
The social media gives us a good glimpse on why the viewership increased overall in spite 
of the leaks. Concept linkage shows a strong association between the leaks and the 
characters being discussed and people wishing that they can’t wait to see the series. 
Overall there was a lot of positive sentiment around leaked content characters especially by 
the GOT fans and those who have paid for the HBO channel. It was one of the most pirated 
content in terms of discussing it on social media before the episode is aired on HBO. 
Thankfully the Game of Thrones brand was strong and the leaks had rolled over and a lot 
of people might have rewatched by subscribing to the network. Also, the piracy also 
became a massive opportunity to engage people such as discussing the plotline and bring 
them to legitimate platforms results in high viewership levels. Thus the Game of Throne 
leaks didn’t harm the HBO network financially because of the resilient income streams in 
subscriptions and merchandise. If the content was not strong enough the leaks might have 
killed the TV show with negative word of mouth and but in the GOT case it clearly has 
helped the franchise grow thanks to the leaks.  
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